
MOSAIC JEWISH COMMUNITY LIMITED 
 

2ND ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – SUNDAY, 8TH MAY 2016 AT 4.30 PM 
AT 39 BESSBOROUGH ROAD, HARROW, HA1 3BS 

 
Welcome by the Chairman 
 
Harry Grant, Chairman of Mosaic Jewish Community Limited, opened the Meeting and was pleased to 
see so many people in view of the wonderful weather that afternoon. 

Present  A total, including the Directors, of 57 members. 

Apologies for Absence had been received from Jeanette and David Leibling, Bobbi Riesel, Jackie 
Jacobs, Maria Landau, Pat Burman, Vera Gellman, Juliet Grainger, David Martin, Dennis Goodman, 
Neil Mendoza, Linda and Tony Holman, Jane Prentice, Karen Pollak, Ann Franses, Ann and David 

Simon, Wendy McLeish, Odeya & Benje Noble-Bougay. 

Minutes of the meeting held on 17th May 2015 were accepted as correct subject to, under “Election 
of Directors for 2015/16”, the word “down” being added after “David Pollak, who had been serving as 
Director responsible for Education and Youth, was now stepping”. 

Matters Arising 
David Safir asked about the current position regarding representatives on the Board of Deputies.  The 
Chairman reported that Mosaic Jewish Community had applied for registration; if this was accepted, a 
meeting would be organised to elect a member to represent the whole organisation. 
 
Reports of Directors 
Accounts 
John Ashmele queried the discrepancy on Administration and office costs between 2015 and 2014.  It 
was explained that MJC Ltd had taken over the employment of all office staff from each Synagogue. 
David Safir queried the increase in cash funding from constituent synagogues which seemed to have 
gone up by over £36,000.  It was explained that all operating costs of MJC were now allocated across 
all three communities. There were now in place agreed methods for sharing staff, telephone and other 
costs.   
 
Property Relocation 
Lawrence Chadwick reported that there had been three properties under discussion but the situation 
fluctuated weekly; we would just have to persevere.  Michael Reik asked, if something suitable came 
up, whether we would have to sell Bessborough Road at the same time.  The Chairman said there 
would be no doubt we would be able to sell the property as enquiries were received regularly as to 
when it would be on the market; the value seemed to be increasing. 
Edwin Lucas said there was some concern within HEMS in that there seemed to be little information 
forthcoming and the “buzz” was disappearing.  He thought any news would be better than no news.  In 
the coming year could there be more information.  Lawrence explained that once information was in the 
public domain, we would be in competition and the price would increase.   He said there was a protocol 
to be followed; the sale of the building had to be approved by the Mosaic Reform Council before it could 
be put forward for sale.  Once this had been agreed, it would go to members of each constituent 
synagogue for voting. The timing is therefore critical as Special General Meetings would have to be 
convened.  
David Benson thought Special General Meetings could be organised very quickly.  He thought a regular 
report would be appreciated as many HEMS members were frustrated at the lack of communiaction. 
Anne Banks asked if there was a way to speed up procedure in the event that a building becomes 
available.  The Chairman said that he had every confidence that things would move extremely quickly.  
Not everything was within our control.  The decision to sell the building could only be made by members 
of Reform. The Property Working Group included  representatives of all three Synagogues so all the 
communities were in a position to be kept in touch as all were involved in the process. 
Gary Italiaander expressed surprise that there was no report on Security as this was extremely 
important.  Mark Phillips replied that at present we had not put Security up to Mosaic level as it covers 



just the Reform building.  The view is that once we had a new building, then Security would be increased 
to Mosaic level. 
David Safir queried the circulation of Kehila.  He was informed that copies go to The Manor House, 
Board of Deputies, Moscow, LJ and Noshers. We were looking for a distributor to increase the business.  
Michael Reik asked if we could send more information to the Board of Deputies and other Jewish 
organisations. Phil Austin hoped we could increase the circulation of Kehila next year and attract more 
advertisers to offset costs. 
 
Proposed Amendments to Constitution 
The Board had proposed a special resolution to amend the Articles of Association relating to the 
composition of the Board of Directors for various reasons set out in the Agenda.    There was a lengthy 
discussion on this.   David Benson commented that we needed a Community Development Officer to 
develop new activities, eg, co-operation with JW3.  David Safir remarked that if the proposals were to 
go ahead, there would be a Board of 10, of whom four would be independent of constituent Synagogues. 
He queried whether this was to ensure that in the event of something  going wrong, the four could be 
outvoted.  The Chairman stated that this was to make things more efficient. 
Jeff Highfield explained the current problems regarding Directors’ roles and job titles.  
John Ashmele asked what would happen in the event that a Synagogue had joint Chairmen.   The 
answer was that Article 9.1.2.2 stated that only one could serve on the Board. Two amendments were 
proposed to the motion as originally drafted, one to correct the numbering of the second paragraph 
9.1.2.2 to 9.1.2.3; and to remove the reference to paragraph 9.1.4 from the list of deletions. 
The amended version reads: that the existing Articles 9.1.2, 9.1.3, and 9.1.6 should be deleted and 
replaced by the following: 
9.1.2 The Company’s activities shall be managed by a Board of unpaid individual directors all of whom shall be 
Congregants of one of the Constituent Synagogues and shall comprise as a minimum the following positions: 
9.1.2.1 Chairman 
9.1.2.2 One Chairman of each Constituent Synagogue 
9.1.2.3 Treasurer 
9.1.2.4 Chief Administration Officer 
9.1.2.5 Community Development Officer 
9.1.2.6 One liaison officer from each Constituent Synagogue nominated by the governing body of each Constituent 
Synagogue 
9.1.3 The Board shall be entitled to appoint such additional directors as it, at its discretion, considers from time to 
time are required to meet the needs of the Company and to support communal activities, all of whom shall remain 
in office until the following Annual General Meeting, including but not limited to a Vice-chairman, a Community 
Activities Officer, an Education and Youth Officer, and a Marketing Officer. 
9.1.6 The other members of the Board (other than liaison officers nominated by Constituent Synagogues) shall be 
elected by ordinary resolution at the Annual General Meeting  from year to year but shall not hold the same office 
for more than three consecutive years but shall thereafter be eligible for re-election to the same office at any Annual 
General Meeting following that at which they retired. 

and that Article 9.1.10 should be deleted and Article 9.1.11 re-numbered accordingly. 
Motion proposed by Jeremy Banks, seconded by David Safir, and passed nem con. 
 
Election of Directors for 2016/17 
There being only one person nominated for each position, the following were elected: 
 
Chairman    Phil Austin 
Treasurer    Jeff Highfield 
Administration Officer   Alan Solomon 
Marketing Officer   Oliver Kenton 
Development Officer   Mark Phillips 
Community Activities Officer 1  Edwin Lucas 
Community Activities Officer 2  Positon remains vacant 
Director of Education & Youth  Positon remains vacant 
 
Harry Grant then stepped down from his position as Chairman and Phil Austin took the chair.  He paid 
tribute to his predecessor for the enormous amount of work he had undertaken during the formative 
years of Mosaic Jewish Community, and a presentation was made to him. 
 
 
 
 



Any Other Business 
Phil Austin said how delighted he was to be Chairman of Mosaic.  He looked forward to the next two 
years. 
 
David Safir congratulated Phil on his new positon; He thought Mosaic had done well under Harry Grant 
for the past two years, but would suggest that we had a discussion in the future on the route to develop 
a strong external affairs role with some liaison with other organisations, eg JLC, local government, etc, 
to publicise Mosaic.  Phil Austin thought we could take this suggestion to the next Board Meeting. 
 
Lawrence Chadwick commented on the work of the Relocation Group who were working within the 
community plus looking for support from the local authority.  He was aware of the work Rabbi Frank did 
with Brent and wondered if we could focus on Harrow as well. 
 
Michael Reik suggested that due to small attendances at Friday night services, the Reform and Liberal 
congregants could join together once a month, choosing either alternative prayer books or using a new 
format composed by both Rabbis.  It was agreed this suggestion should go back to each Synagogue’s 
ritual committee for consideration. 
 
Hana Schlesinger referred to the work carried out by Rabbi Frank including different religious 
movements within Brent.  She thought we should encourage more co-operation within Harrow and 
should try to find a partner within the borough willing to work with us.  Phil said that MJC had recently 
joined the Harrow Interfaith Council. David Pollak informed the meeting that his wife, Karen, was a 
representative on the Interfaith Group and met with interfaith leaders in Harrow and would welcome 
participation from other Synagogues. 
 
Joan Noble informed the meeting of the forthcoming “Chocolate Evening” on 5 June at 7 pm. 
 
Gary Italiaander said, having been called to Harrow Council for a couple of events, found there were 
very few people connected with Synagogues. Whatever was happening, the message was not getting 
through to the synagogues within Harrow.  He thought we had failed with marketing and should address 
this seriously to benefit everyone in this area. 
 
Pam Kauders said she would like to persuade friends who were not affiliated to any synagogue to join 
Mosaic. She asked whether we had anything apart from Kehila to show to interest them.  Phil agreed 
we needed to do more than we were.  Mark Phillips suggested that people could look at our website. 
There were also weekly e-mails. Work had proceeded for a time on getting marketing materials out,  
but the delay was due to lack of people. 
 
Woolf Heymann suggested that we organised some sort of service to which the Mayor of Harrow could 
be invited. 
 
David Benson enquired as to progress of the Kashrut paper which was being reviewed;  Phil reported 
that this would be completed within a few weeks, and the paper would then go to both Rabbis;  any 
queries would be referred to Frances Marx of HEMS. 
David Benson enquired about insurance for those on security in the event of a terrorist attack. Gary 
Italiaander, who looks after security for CST within Harrow and Hillingdon replied that there was 
insurance cover, but CST had now introduced a new programme to make it easier to do a minimum of 
four hours, obtain CST full insurance, and be more aware of what they should do whilst on duty outside 
synagogues. 
 
John Ashmele referred to the forthcoming Literary Walk on the following Sunday. 
 
Harry Grant was again thanked for his stewardship over the last two years. 
 
There being no further business, the Chairman declared the meeting closed at 5.50 pm. 
 
 
Signed: …………………………………….. 
            Chairman 
 



REPORTS TO THE 2017 AGM 
 

CHAIRMAN 
Dear Mosaic Members 
 
Mosaic Jewish Community is three years old and I think it’s fair to say that we have made good progress 
in building the foundations of our new community. But how should we measure such progress? 
The American industrialist Henry Ford held some unsavoury views but one quote is useful here: 
“Coming together is a beginning, keeping together is progress and working together is success” 
By this definition, we are certainly achieving success. Across our community, volunteers work together 
every week to provide a wide range of social activities, events and programmes for you to enjoy. 
 
However, we are not complacent and in the coming year we plan in particular to develop our social 
action and adult education offerings. 
 
Slowly but surely Mosaic is putting down roots and new relationships and friendships are being forged 
as we continue to build our unique, pluralistic and progressive Jewish community. 
Mosaic is about choice but it doesn’t mean that a member is required to choose between Mosaic and 
their synagogue. On the contrary, being part of Mosaic complements our synagogue experience and 
broadens our enjoyment of Jewish community.  Furthermore, a successful Mosaic will make us more 
attractive to prospective members helping us to sustain and hopefully grow Mosaic and our three 
constituent synagogues. 
 
Of course, I share the general disappointment that we are still waiting to find our new shared home 
However, I am supremely confident that this will come to pass and I am reassured by the dedication, 
focus and expertise of our property team. While we wait for our new shared home we should not set 
aside or place on hold the vital task of continuing to build our shared community. This goal remains the 
focus of your Board, our admin team and the large number of volunteers who collectively make things 
happen every week at Mosaic.  
 
Please play your part in taking Mosaic forward by supporting our activities. We always welcome new 
volunteers of course – but simply turning up and attending an activity is important too. You can keep an 
eye of upcoming activities via our website at https://choosemosaic.org/  or via “Kehila” our excellent 
community magazine. 
 
I hope that you enjoy what Mosaic has to offer and continue to do so in the years ahead. 
PHIL AUSTIN 
 

TREASURER’S REPORT 
There are a few particular points I want to bring to your attention.  First of all I would like to thank all 
those members of the community who have worked so hard to make all of our community events not 
only enjoyable and stimulating, but also profitable – you’ll see that the net income from these events 
has increased from just under £2,000 to over £3,200.  This makes a substantial contribution to defraying 
the costs of running the community organisation.   
 
Unfortunately, income from advertising in Kehila declined over the year by some £1,300, as we continue 
to run the magazine without anyone actively selling advertising space. 
Secondly, you’ll notice that the office and administration costs have increased from 2015 by around 
£21,000.  The two main reasons behind that increase are: 

• Synagogue office staff were transferred to MJC on 1 April 2015, so that financial year’s costs 
only include 9 months of staff salaries.  The 2016 results include a full 12 months’ salaries.  This 
effect explains around £12,000 of the increase. 

• Buildings, contents and other insurance costs totalling around £9,000 were paid through MJC 
this year for the first time – previously they were paid by the individual constituent synagogues. 
This provides another example of saving overall costs by amalgamating expenditures. 

 
Finally, receivables have increased by around £4,600, largely due to expenditure by MJC on HaMakom 
religion school, which will be recoverable from the 3 Mosaic communities and Kol Chai in accordance 
with an agreed cost sharing method. 
 

https://choosemosaic.org/


I’d like to thank the treasurers of the 3 constituent synagogues for their continuing support to the Board 
of MJC, and their help in refining and improving the methods for sharing community costs fairly across 
the synagogues. 

 
Below are the financial statements for Mosaic Jewish Community Limited for the year ended 31 
December 2016. 
 
 

                                   MOSAIC JEWISH COMMUNITY LIMITED     

      

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES FOR FINANCIAL YEAR 2016     
 
 
INCOME 2016 2015 

 Advertising income  £1,342  £2,679  

 Income from community events  £8,666  £7,137  

 Total income  £10,008  £9,816  

      

COSTS     

 Costs of Kehila magazine and other publications £12,566  £12,910  

 Costs of community events  £5,408  £5,157  

 Administration and office costs £63,748  £42,704  

 Total costs  £81,722  £60,771  

      

OPERATING DEFICIT (£71,714) (£50,955) 

      

CASH FLOW STATEMENT     

OPENING CASH £6,644  £5,335  

Operating deficit (£71,714) (£50,955) 

Funding from constituent synagogues £77,683  £50,066  

Movement in receivables and payables (£6,142) £2,198  

CLOSING CASH £6,471  £6,644  

      

BALANCE SHEET AT 31 DECEMBER     

ASSETS     

Cash at bank £6,471  £6,644  

Receivables £6,170  £1,591  

Total current assets £12,641  £8,235  

      

LIABILITIES     

Payables £2,226  £3,789  

NET CURRENT ASSETS £10,415  £4,446  

      

BALANCES WITH CONSTITUENT SYNAGOGUES (£10,415) (£4,446) 

 
 
JEFF HIGHFIELD – Honorary Treasurer 



ADMINISTRATION OFFICER 
There is not that much for me to say as the Mosaic Administration Officer as all the hard work continues 
to be carried out by our dedicated team in the office – Ann Simon, who is Administrator for Mosaic 
Jewish Community, Mosaic Reform and Mosaic Liberal; Karen Grout, the Administrator for Hatch End 
Masorti who also carries out some of Mosaic Liberal’s administration; and Jackie Alexander, whose 
main role is Accounts Manager for Mosaic Liberal but who also deals with MJC’s bills, banking, etc.      
This might sound complicated but, as President Trump said soon after taking up office, it all operates 
like a well-oiled machine! Our sincere thanks go to all three of them. We continue to try to effect cost 
savings where we can on matters such as insurance, postage, office supplies, etc, whilst at the same 
time providing the services (that’s not the religious ones for which the rabbis are responsible!) which 
members of all three shuls have a right to expect. 
ALAN SOLOMON 
 
BOOK GROUP 
We continue to meet every two months, taking it in turns to choose a book for everyone to read and 
occasionally having theme evenings when we all choose one or more books from a selected genre.  
Our group has members from both Reform and Liberal shuls – male and female – and we always seem 
to have plenty to talk about, and I do mean about the books. We are always happy to welcome new 
readers.  And even if you can’t be bothered to finish the book you can always come and join in the lively 
discussion.  
JANET SOLOMON 
 
COMMUNITY  
I am writing this as we approach our Red Nose Day Friday night event. This evening encapsulates the 
principal purposes of our Community group: commitment to creating stronger bonds across our wider 
Mosaic Community; emphasising and celebrating our Jewish heritage and the importance of a Jewish 
contribution to the wider world and important charity work. 
The last year has been a bumper year of activities with many varied events. 
In May we held a fascinating evening with Alex Brummer who was ably interviewed by Steve Levinson. 
Steve and Michael Reik have continued a wonderful series of conversations with our “Elder Statesmen” 
after Shabbat services and a light lunch. This series is about to be extended and our Rabbis will be 
talking in the next few months. 
June saw our chocaholic members entertained, informed and fed by Chocolatier and top chef Asher 
Toubkin. In July, 24 members of Mosaic visited Richmond Poppy factory and learnt about the history of 
poppies being worn for Remembrance Day. We gave a donation of £400 to support veterans through 
this charity and their work. 
September was BBQ time and good food and fun was had by all with much thanks to Mark Phillips, 
again giving us the use of his house and garden, and to all the hard working team who made it possible. 
The November Supper Quiz was run by a professional team and food again organised by our own 
Mosaic volunteers. This was a great evening which also provided much needed funds for more of our 
community work. 
Children made beautiful Challah cloths while the adults made Challot on the Thursday before Mosaic 
Shabbat, which again was very successful. 
The Mosaic walks have continued, ably led by John Ashmele, and another visit from Mosaic was made 
to the new Heath Robinson Museum in Pinner, only a couple of weeks ago. 
Film club is thriving thanks to Tony Fineberg and we now have new equipment to enhance the viewing! 
Our group is planning to remember the anniversary of the end of the 6-day war with a Mosaic Shabbat 
and memories from our members, so please let us know if you can participate in any way. We also have 
another Supper Quiz planned, a second Mosaic Shabbat, an over 80’s tea party and more …. Please 
keep your eyes open for the advertising!  
Our main challenge remains the wider participation of community members in both supporting events 
by coming along, and assisting in the organisation  of this work. 
Contributions to our group can be in many different forms, taking as much or as little time as you have 
available. We have a wonderful team, who deserve much thanks, who meet every couple of months to 
assess and plan for the community, but we are also happy for help for a single event – and ideas for 
the future. 
Mosaic is NOT about a building, it is about the PEOPLE, who, working together, are building a caring, 
friendly, supportive community. Please join us. 
JANE PRENTICE 
 



DEVELOPMENT OFFICER  
I have served as Mosaic’s Development Officer for the past three years; the remit as I have understood 
it was to take a lead in defining and implementing plans and actions to establish Mosaic Jewish 
Community.  To that aim I have worked closely with and supported other members of the Mosaic Board 
and Synagogue Councils as we made Mosaic a reality. 
Mosaic is a revolutionary idea for Anglo-Jewry – not just that we have become one Community (almost 
unique) but that we are also based on mutual respect for our differing traditions and observance, and 
that we seek not to impose on each other.  This is unique. 
The breadth and depth of choices we offer our members to live and deepen a Jewish life are unmatched 
by any Synagogue of comparable size (and arguably not matched by any Synagogue in the UK – try 
looking at the website ‘what’s on’ of any other Synagogue and see how it compares) – from education, 
to supporting our members, to social activities, to ritual prayer, to taken olam / social action. 
We are led by a dedicated team of volunteers and so yes, some things have taken longer to come 
together than we’d have liked and proved more complex to sort out.  But they have been sorted out, 
and we have brought things together.  That aspect of the Development role has been largely completed. 
Mosaic is a sustainable model for our Community – in that we can continue to provide the breadth of 
activities and support that our members want and need for the foreseeable future in an affordable way. 
At this stage the Board has decided that we should expand the Board to include a lead person for Adult 
Education, Mosaic-wide Ritual (festivals, shabbatot etc), and Social Action/ Tikkun Olam, and to expand 
the Marketing and Communications role to include membership (growth).  We have therefore decided 
that we should not continue with the Development role on the Board. 
So what comes next in our development?  Our new Board appointees will drive forward deeper 
engagement with Education, Social Action, and developing activities and campaigns to both engage 
further with our existing members and to attract new members.  Our property team continues to seek a 
new home for Mosaic that is more geographically suitable for the next generation of the Community. 
I think we can all be both proud and amazed that we have managed to make Mosaic a reality, and that 
we are truly enabling ourselves to Choose our Jewish life.   
So please be proud of what we have achieved, and please get involved – find something in what we 
do that really excites you and help us push that further.  And if we’re not doing what excites you then 
tell us! 
MARK PHILLIPS 
 
FILM MOSAIC continues to deliver a wide range of movies with a Jewish theme to members of the 3 
constituent communities and friends from outside. Although there is always “something Jewish” about 
the films, they don’t necessarily wear their Jewishness on their sleeves (what a lovely mixed metaphor). 
We have shown 10 films this last year as varied as Neil Simon’s bitter sweet “Lost in Yonkers”, to the 
harrowing French Thriller, “24 Jours”. In February this year, “A Woman in Gold” was shown to a 
delighted full house. Audiences tend to enjoy the films and attendances range from about 15 to 35. Its 
new home, upstairs, offers more comfort, and we even have new and better audio/visual equipment. 
Since its inception, nearly 4 years ago, those attending Film Mosaic have raised thousands of pounds 
for Charity. There are plenty of relevant, and as yet un-shown movies out there, which we look forward 
to enjoying. 
TONY FINEBERG 
 
HAMAKOM 
In September 2016, Viki Kenton and Toria Bacon took on the roles of Co-Heads for HaMakom. It has 
been an exciting time of change and new initiatives. The structure and timing of the morning has been 
altered to allow for more whole school sessions at the beginning and end of HaMakom, that parents 
are encouraged to join in with. The new Hebrew programme, Eize Kef, developed by JoAnn Myers, the 
Director for Education at Leo Baeck College, has been introduced and is being implemented 
successfully throughout 4 year groups. This will be rolled out to the wider school in September. 
HaMakom has been lucky enough to receive funding from the Sidney Fenton Trust, which has allowed 
for the purchase of this Hebrew programme and will further contribute towards the purchase of iPads, 
which will allow for children and teachers to access more modern technology in their teaching and 
learning. Special events so far have included a Rosh Hashanah game and craft morning, a visit from 
Sam Martin of the JWR, an RSY-Netzer led Chanukah drama morning and a Purim storyteller session. 
This term the older children and assistants will be receiving training in using the Ji Tap app on the iPads, 
in order to create their own learning resources and games. The whole school will be celebrating Yom 
Ha’atzmaut with an Israeli café themed morning and taking a trip to the park for Lag B’Omer. 
VIKI KENTON & TORIA BACON 



 
KEHILA  
The monthly version of the Mosaic community magazine continues to concentrate on up-coming events, 
news and reviews.  Twice a year – at Rosh Hashanah and Pesach - this is replaced with the bigger 
‘seasonal’ issue, providing more of a community showpiece with broader, but still in the main Jewish-
flavoured, articles.  Overall, both magazines attempt to achieve a balance between Mosaic events and 
matters in the wider world.    
The amount of paid-for advertising for both formats of the magazine has dwindled almost to zero - this 
remains a real concern. Please contact us if you are able to help us attract and manage new and 
existing advertisers. (The time commitment is just an hour or two a month) 
Much of the material published in Kehila is derived from our Community. Our members’ stories are the 
‘life blood’ of the magazine. We encourage anyone with something to contribute to let us know. In 
particular we are eager to hear from young people, perhaps about a trip to Israel, or life at university.  
Our thanks, as always, go to Ann in the Office for her sound judgement and attention to detail, to our 
band of proof-readers, to the envelope-stuffers and posties, to our designer and printer and particularly 
to our many and varied and much-valued contributors.. 
MARTIN SIMONIS and JUDY SILVERTON – Joint Editors of Kehila-Monthly 
ROBERT PINKUS – Editor of Kehila Seasonal 
 
MEMBERSHIP 
Although every shul in Mosaic has had new members, to the best of my knowledge no one has 
contacted the office with a specific request to “join Mosaic”.  Of course people would have to decide 
which shul to join but they would not necessarily know that.  The membership brochure is nearing 
completion and hopefully it will be produced shortly. It has taken much longer to finalise this important 
advertising/marketing tool than anticipated as we have to think carefully about our target audience - 
predominately the younger unaffiliated demographic all the way to the disillusioned and perhaps even 
the cynical end of the spectrum.  It is vital that the brochure shows the diversity, energy and excitement 
we offer in a professional and inviting manner.  I would like to thank Oliver Kenton for his time, effort 
and input. 
LINDSEY COHEN 
 
PHOTO GROUP      
The Mosaic Photo Group meets monthly except for in the summer and core participants primarily come 
from Mosaic Liberal and Reform Synagogues.  We would very much like to include more people from 
HEMS and we welcome non-members, too.   Those involved have varying levels of skill, types of 
equipment and a diverse range of photographic interests.   
The strongest aspect of the Mosaic Photo Group is the sharing of work and the giving of encouragement 
plus supportive critical suggestions to each other. 
 We are constantly working to improve our practical skills, particularly in the areas of processing digital 
images and using our family and holiday photos more imaginatively.  
We continue to examine the work of a diverse range of significant photographers (most recently Sol 
Leiter , Don McCullin and Duane Michels).  We also are interested in the historical aspects and roles of 
photography, such as in times of military conflict and also propaganda.   
We have finally succeeded in consistently being able to link our laptops and the in-house digital 
projector so that we can project images and show DVDs. 
We will soon be submitting images made by group members to the Mosaic website.  
Pat continues to do the monthly email reminders while Frank is responsible for planning the programme 
and most of the content. 
RABBI FRANK DABBA SMITH 
 
PROPERTY RELOCATION GROUP 
The task of the Property Relocation Group is to investigate various options that would result in 
identifying a suitable location within the area agreed by members and within the Borough of Harrow, to 
which the Mosaic Community and its member Synagogues could move. 
 The last year has seen "Ups" and "Downs" in the task of securing a site for the relocation of Mosaic 
into a new home. Ups - in that a number of potential sites were identified and negotiations begun, and 
Downs in that they then had to be halted due to either the seller following a different route, change 
of circumstances or impracticality of delivery. 
Reports to members picked up on this in that the situation remained very fluid and sites that had 
previously fallen by the wayside came back to life. 



Phil Austin, The Chairman of Mosaic, in November/December Kehila,  provided an update by 
reporting ......“There is a chink of light at the end of a very long tunnel in respect of our premises search. 
We are currently investigating a few interesting properties and - although none of these are yet at a 
deal-signing stage - the number of opportunities is encouraging. 
Each investigation process is protracted and we are subject to the vagaries of vendors – so we still 
have a way to go and anything can happen.” 
Since then the properties identified faltered or went under offer to other parties. At the time of writing 
this report they have come back on again and we have again registered our interest in taking these 
matters forward. As you can see the whole situation remains very sensitive and fluid. 
During the year we have met with senior representatives of Harrow Council to keep them abreast of our 
efforts and we are also keeping our local MPs updated. We have appointed additional local Agents to 
assist in our search.  
Almost undoubtedly any transaction will involve the release of value from our Bessborough Road site 
and therefore bringing together the timing of sale and purchase is a particularly challenging obstacle to 
address. 
During the past year the Group has continued to meet on a regular basis and individuals meet with third 
parties in looking to advance matters, this has taken up a considerable amount of volunteered 
time.      We - the Committee - more than share the frustration we hear from our Community, but we 
continue tirelessly.  
LAWRENCE CHADWICK 
 
WEEKLY WALKING GROUP 
Our regular Tuesday morning weekly walking group has been meeting for over twelve months. With 
easy walks that are between two and four miles in length, we now have regular walkers from across the 
Mosaic membership profile. Our walks have included visits to Northala Fields, the hills adjacent to the 
A40, a visit to Harrow on the Hill, and a part of the lovely Celandine Route from Pinner to Ruislip, 
including the walled garden at Eastcote. We also regularly walk along sections of the Grand Union 
Canal, between the lakes at Rickmansworth and Cassiobury Park in Watford. Our walkers are advised 
to bring carrots to feed the deer that we see on our walk through Bentley Priory. On a particularly cold 
morning in January we tramped over four miles from Stanmore Common, through Harrow & 
Wealdstone, via Bentley Priory, then returning to our starting point, with temperatures rarely above 
freezing point. This walk was nonetheless well attended, and enjoyed by all. Do come and join our 
convivial and friendly walking group, and see what you are missing. 
HENRY ALTMAN 
 
MOSAIC WALKS IN LITERARY LONDON 
The Sunday walks in London are proving quite popular, with a handful of Mosaic members taking to the 
streets of the capital. The current programme of walks is based on the book ‘Walking Literary London’, 
and each walk features literary quotes and concludes with lunch or afternoon tea.  
The April walk in fashionable Islington led us past the house where Salman Rushdie was living when 
Ayatollah Khoneimi issued his fatwah, and the house where Joe Orton was killed by his lover, Kenneth 
Halliwell. The walk in June told the great story of the love affair between Robert Browning and Elizabeth 
Barrett, and we saw where H. G. Wells played his radio much too loudly. The July walk in Piccadilly, St. 
James’ and Mayfair took us past two of the most sharply contrasting bookshops, each with its own 
literary history. Covent Garden is certainly one of the most pleasant areas in which to linger, and the 
walk in March 2017 included the haunts of many literary figures, as well as the club that regularly dips 
its hands into a pot of honey provided by one of its most famous members.  * (* A. A. Milne bequeathed 
part of his estate to the Garrick Club where he was a member: “That’s a goloptious full-up pot of honey”, 
said Pooh in ‘Piglet Meets a Heffalump’.) 
JOHN ASHMELE - Walk Leader 
 
 


